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U.S.

Pork Plants to Speed Slaughter Under USDA
Rule Changes
Food-safety groups and unions say the new rules increase risks for workers, consumers

A Smith ield Foods pork facility in Missouri in 2017. The USDA is implementing its most signi icant changes to hog-slaughtering
rules in ive decades. PHOTO: DANIEL ACKER BLOOMBERG NEWS

By Jacob Bunge
September 17, 2019
The U.S. Department of Agriculture set new rules to shift more food-safety responsibilities
from government inspectors to workers in pork plants, allowing meatpackers to speed up
processing lines.
The USDA’s biggest overhaul of hog-slaughtering rules in ﬁve decades is a victory for pork
companies, which said the changes will let them implement more advanced food-safety

operations and run plants more eﬃciently. The move drew condemnation from food-safety
groups and union oﬃcials, who said the changes increase risks for consumers and plant
workers.
Under the new rules, fewer USDA food inspectors will directly look over hog carcasses moving
along pork-plant processing lines that collectively have the capacity to slaughter about 500,000
hogs a day. Instead, meatpacking workers will take over some of those duties. The USDA will
shift more responsibility to agency employees called consumer safety inspectors, higherranking jobs that involve monitoring plant-sanitation functions and how slaughter-bound hogs
are handled.

USDA Secretary Sonny Perdue in February. He says the latest changes ensure food safety and allow for companies to innovate.
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“This regulatory change allows us to ensure food safety while eliminating outdated rules and
allowing for companies to innovate,” said USDA Secretary Sonny Perdue.
The overhaul, which is voluntary for pork plants to implement and predates the Trump
administration’s broader deregulatory push, requires new contaminant testing and sanitation
plans. If all eligible plants use the new rules, about 150 USDA food-inspector positions would be
eliminated, oﬃcials said, adding that the agency loses about 270 such employees to attrition
annually.
The National Employment Law Project, as well as Food and Water Watch and other groups, said
the USDA overlooked the potential for increased food-safety violations with fewer meat
inspectors staﬃng processing lines, and disregarded risks to meat-plant workers.

“Increasing pork-plant line speeds is a reckless corporate giveaway that would put thousands
of workers in harm’s way as they are forced to meet impossible demands,” said Marc Perrone,
president of the United Food and Commercial Workers International Union, which represents
30,000 pork-plant workers.
Carmen Rottenberg, administrator of the USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Service, said the
USDA reviewed public data and found that higher line speeds didn’t threaten worker safety.
The North American Meat Institute, which represents pork companies such as Tyson Foods
Inc., JBS SA and Hormel Foods Corp. , welcomed changes that the group said would help them
research new ways of boosting food safety.
Write to Jacob Bunge at jacob.bunge@wsj.com
Corrections & Ampliﬁcations
The United Food and Commercial Workers International Union represents 30,000 pork plant
workers. An earlier version of this article incorrectly said the union represents 6,500 porkplant workers. (Sept. 17, 2019)
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